
PROCRASTINATION 

 

  

I feel tomorrow it may be.  Tonight.  Later 

ah when the world is ripe then will descend 

o letters of fire fall on my head. 

 

Not now with my arm against the hard brown desk. 

Go on; it has begun.  The old heat is in the heart. 

This is the new start you long awaited. 

 

The pattern of feelings interlock the chest. 

 

The eyes become bright and hard as diamonds. 

Night falls at noon. 

Too soon the leaves break from the branches. 

 

And whistle in the air of your ears. 

The spirit is near, and dear 

the grasping of the mind upwards 

 

towards the full sun, wheeling in the heavens. 

At one with the cosmos, you are a star shining 

In the blue of the day time sky light. 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 



PROCRASTINATION 

  

 

I feel tomorrow it may be.  Tonight.  Later 

ah when the world is ripe then will descend 

o letters of fire fall on my head. 

  

Not now with my arm against the hard brown desk. 

Go on; it has begun.  The old heat is in the heart. 

This is the new start you long awaited. 

The traceries of feeling interlock the chest. 

 

The eyes become onyx and pearl. 

The night falls at noon. 

Too soon leaves break from their branches. 

 

They whistle in your ears. 

The spirit is near, and the mind 

grasps upward to the full sun 

 

wheeling in the heavens. 

At one with the cosmos, you are a star shining 

In the blue of the day-time sky-light. 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  



PROCRASTINATION 

 

 

I feel tomorrow it may be. Tonight. Later 

ah when the world is ripe then will descend 

o letters on fire fall on my head. 

 

Not now with my arm against the hard brown desk. 

Go on; it has begun. The old heat is in the heart. 

This is the new start you long awaited. 

 

Traceries of feeling interlock the chest. 

Eyes become bright, and wet at their edges. 

Night falls at noon. 

 

Too soon the leaves break from the branches. 

And whistle in the air of your ears. 

The spirit is near, and dear 

The grasping of the mind upwards 

 

Towards the full sun, wheeling in the heavens. 

At one with the cosmos, you are a star shining 

In the blue of the day-time sky-light. 

 

God make me humble. 

God forgive me 

God with my head against the hard desk 

Release to me the powers 

That dwell in your breast. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE FUTURE 

 

  

without death, resurrection only regeneration 

leaves no question literary remains prose nation. 

 

If you only take care of yourself, your country will take care 

of you, dearest selection of all races, any stipulation. 

 

Doorknobs remain brass, despite golden valuation 

outside the city, or within its private stations. 

 

over vast condotteries: they go any which 

way the wind blows. Trying to guide us as bitch 

 

49 years less coffin limitation de vie, medication, 

outside prescription’s law, an omission 

 

I made, many times myself, as youth run- 

ning narcotics, under the impression a goof turn 

 

for my friends would yield credence, an experience 

necessary, in their faces belying anything else 

 

except drugs’ betrayal. smacking dead lips this 

Evening, beside the bennies, the cotton’s, the hypo’s kiss. 

 

 

 

        John Wieners 

 

 


